Security Manager +
VMware NSX
Increasing security, productivity and agility of virtualized
networks with intelligent security management

Your Network Is More Intelligent.
Shouldn’t the Way You Manage It Be, Too?
For years, organizations have invested in hiring more staff and acquiring new defense technology in order to
protect against security threats. And yet, network data breaches are at an all-time high. Virtualized environments
and microsegmentation are becoming more popular as organizations take advantage of cloud technologies. The
adoption of this technology, however, adds to the complexity of our security infrastructures and processes, which
increases the level of difficulty for device management.

Intelligent Security Management
from FireMon
FireMon’s Intelligent Security Management platform enables users with NSX Networks devices to work smarter, applying
intelligence to the entire security program – from planning configurations and monitoring effectiveness to making secure
access changes and assessing them for compliance. We provide organizations with the tools necessary to see through the
complexity and become more proactive and agile with their security.

Single-Pane, Continuous Monitoring
We take a top-down approach to security management, providing you with a holistic, enterprise-level view of the firewalls
you have under management.
•

A Robust Rule Display provides a rule-specific dashboard as well as compliance, documentation, change
and usage information within the rule list page. This extra information gives you the ability to see the full security
posture of each rule at a quick glance.

•

Real-Time Configuration Monitoring ensures easy tracking, reporting and compliance of NSX virtual
firewall, router and switch policy changes. Configuration Monitoring is supported from the ESXi/NSX
management system.

•

Policy Search/Query helps you find any device, rule, user, application or object across the enterprise using
natural-language search, filters or our Security Intelligence Query Language (SIQL).

WHY FIREMON?
•

200+ out-of-the-box filters capable of
searching a global rulebase of thousands
of devices in seconds

•

Customizable assessments, using our
patented assessment engine, for reviewing
policies against internal policies and
industry or regulatory standards

•

Unmatched scalable, horizontal data
architecture for real-time analysis and
reporting for the largest enterprise
infrastructures

•

Infinite data retention without degrading
performance
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Learn more about our solutions: www.firemon.com
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